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Data Protection 
•  Use of personal information by natural, private persons or legal persons such as organisations, 

businesses or the government 
•  Data must be 

–  used fairly and lawfully 
–  used for limited, specifically stated purposes 
–  used in a way that is adequate, relevant and not excessive 
–  accurate 
–  kept for no longer than is absolutely necessary 
–  handled according to people’s data protection rights 
–  kept safe and secure 

•  Stronger legal protection for more sensitive data, such as: 
–  religious, ideological, political or trade union-related views or activities, 
–  health, the intimate sphere or the racial origin, 
–  social security measures, 
–  administrative or criminal procedures and sanctions 
–  (data on financial standing, wealth and income is not considered to be sensitive data…) 



Data Security  
Data security means protecting data, such as a database, from loss, from 
destructive forces and from the unwanted actions of unauthorised (and 
authorised…) users. 
 



Legal Framework 
•  Federal Act on Data Protection (FADP) 
•  Data Protection Ordinance 
•  Cantonal Data Protection Act for each canton 
•  Sectoral laws (e.g. banking, telecom, life sciences, social security, …) 
•  Guidelines («Leitfaden für die Bearbeitung von Personendaten im 

medizinischen Bereich») 
•  Federal Act on Electronic Health Record 

 



Data Protection and Data Security in        
ISO 15189:2014 

•  The laboratory shall have access to the data and information needed to  
 provide a service which meets the needs and requirements of the user. 

•  The laboratory shall have a documented procedure to ensure that the  
 confidentiality of patient information is maintained at all times. 

•  The system(s) used for the collection, processing, recording, reporting, storage or retrieval of 
 examination data and information shall be: 
–  … 
–  protected from unauthorised access 
–  safeguarded against tampering and loss 
–  … 
–  maintained in a manner that ensures the integrity of the data and information and includes 

the recording of system failures and the appropriate immediate and corrective actions 
–  in compliance with national or international requirements regarding data protection. 

 



Technology 
•  Encryption = the process of encoding information in such a way that only the person (or computer) with the key can decode it. 

Ø  Data base 
Ø  Data transmission  

 
•  Authentication/Authorization: authentication is distinct from authorization  

Ø  Authentication is the process of ascertaining that somebody really is who she/he claims to be = username + password 
Ø  Authorization refers to rules that determine what somebody is allowed to do = permissions  

          For example: Is user X authorized to access resource P? 
                                Is user X authorized to perform operation R? 
                                Is user X authorized to perform operation R on resource P? 

•  How to create a secure password:  
Ø  The longer the password, the harder it is to crack.  

 Consider a 12-character password or longer. 
Ø  Things to avoid: Names, places, dictionary words. 
Ø  Mix it up. Use variations on capitalization, spelling,  

 numbers and punctuation 
 
 

•  Hardware-based mechanisms for protecting data: A hardware device allows a user to log in, log out and to set different privilege levels 
by doing manual actions. The device uses biometric technology to prevent malicious users from logging in, logging out, and changing 
privilege levels. The current state of a user of the device is read by controllers in peripheral devices such as hard disks. Illegal access by a 
malicious user or a malicious program is interrupted based on the current state of a user by hard disk and DVD controllers making illegal 
access to data impossible.  



Technology (2) 
•  Backups 

Ø  Ensure your security policies include backup-related systems within their 
scope 

Ø  Include your data backup systems in your disaster recovery and incident 
response plans 

Ø  Assign backup software access rights only to those who have a business 
need to be involved in the backup process 

Ø  Store your backups offsite or at least in another building 
Ø  Password-protect your backups at a minimum 
Ø  Encrypt your backups 
–  Data masking 
–  Data erasure 



Technology (3) 
•  Data masking is a method of creating a structurally similar but inauthentic 

version of an organization's data that can be used for purposes such as 
software testing and user training. The purpose is to protect the actual data 
while having a functional substitute for occasions when the real data is not 
required. 

•  Data erasure (also called data clearing or data  
wiping) is a software-based method of overwriting 
the data that aims to completely destroy  
all electronic data residing on a hard disk drive  
or other digital media 



Outlook 
•  Electronic Health Record (eHealth) 
•  Cloud Computing 
•  Big Data 
•  Mobile Devices – «Quantified Self» – Internet of Things (IoT) 
•  IoT in Modern Laboratory IT 



Electronic Health Record (eHealth) 

Source: BAG 



Electronic Health Record (eHealth) 
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Cloud Computing 

•  Risks in using cloud computing 
Ø  Loss of control over data 
Ø  Missing or insufficient separation/isolation of different  

    data processing processes 
Ø  Compliance risks 
Ø  Access to data by foreign authorities 

•  Data protection requirements when using cloud computing services 
Ø  Cloud service provider must comply with data protection laws in CH 
Ø  Confidentiality, availability and integrity of data must be guaranteed Adequate protection 

against destruction, loss, technical faults, theft or unlawful use, alteration, copying, 
unauthorised access or processing 

Ø  The right to information (Art. 8 DPA) and the right to have data deleted or corrected (Art. 5 
DPA) must be guaranteed. 

 
Cloud users are ultimately responsible for respecting data protection laws and can be 
held liable if these are infringed! 

Source: Federal Data Protection and Information Commissioner 
(FDPIC) 



Big Data 

•  Opportunities: combine structured and  
 unstructured data from various sources 

•  Risks:  
–  Loss of privacy, if information from certain areas of people’s lives is 

collected and evaluated in a systematic and structured way 
–  «De-anonymisation» through merging several data collections 
–  Difficulties to comply with the requirements of transparency, of consent 

of persons concerned and of data accuracy. 



Mobile Devices – «Quantified Self» - Internet 
of Things (IoT) 
•  Where are the risks? 

Ø  On the device (storage) à data about one user 
Ø  In transit (transmission) à data about a single user or limited number of users 
Ø  In the cloud (storage) à data about all users 
 

•  What are the risks? 
Ø  Identity theft 
Ø  Profiling 
Ø  Locating of user or stalking 
Ø  Embarassment and extortion 
Ø  Corporate use and misuse 
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Conclusions 
•  Increasing variety of data sources 
•  Increasing number of devices allowing data storage 
•  Increasing need for data transfer 
•  New technical solutions of data processing 
 
mean 
 
•  Increasing need to focus attention on data protection and data security.  

à  The legal framework needs to be reviewed. 
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